
SAMPLE  POTENTIAL  4-YEAR PLAN toward a  
GENERAL Associates of Arts @ CVHS with a combination of Advanced 

Placement, Concurrent Enrollment, and traditional high school credit classes 
NOTE: this largely depends on the student’s entry level as a freshman. There is flexibility when students will take these 
classes (by semester and by year), and off-periods can sometimes be filled when additional openings are available. The 

classes listed here are not students’ only options, but careful, advanced planning is encouraged. Courses may shift over 4 years as 
students identify areas of interest. To find out more about pathways and the classes that we offer at CV, please visit 
https://castleviewhs.com/students/special-academic-programs/concurrent-enrollment/. Click on any of the degree pathways to find 
out what classes are required for each degree or certificate program. 

 
Freshman Year (7.5 min / 8.0 max) 

Sophomore Year (6.5 min / 7.0 max) 

Junior Year (6.0 min / 7.0 max) 

Senior Year (5.0 min / 6.0 max) 

 

.5 English I (or honors) .5 English I (or honors) .5 Geography (or AP Human 
Geo) 

.5 World History (or AP 
Human Geo) 

.5 Biology  .5  Biology  .5 CIS118 .5 general high school 
elective (PE, art, business, 
music, etc.) 

.5 Math II .5 math II .5 math III .5 math III 

.5 World lang. level 1 .5 World lang. level 1 .5 World lang. level 2 .5 World lang. level 2 

.5 World lang. Level 3 or 
SPA111 

.5 World lang. Level 3 or 
SPA 112 

.5 Chemistry .5 Chemistry 

.5 English II (or honors) .5 English II (or honors) .5 US History (or honors) .5 US History (or honors) 

.5 Math IV .5 Math IV .5 AP Psych or AP Econ .5 AP Psych or AP Econ 

.5 HWE100 .5 COM115 .5  Off Hour (or additional 
only as available) 

.5  Off Hour (or additional 
only as available) 

.5 ENG121 or AP Lang .5 ENG121 or AP Lang .5 ENG122 .5 ENG122 

.5 Math V .5 Math V .5 HIS121 .5 HIS121 

.5 COM115 or Gov .5 an AP Science .5 an AP Science .5 an AP Science 

.5 World lang. Level 4 or 
SPA211 

.5 World lang. Level 4 or 
SPA212 

.5 Off Hour (or additional only 
as available)  

.5 Off Hour (or additional 
only as available) 

.5 an AP Science .5 an AP Science .5 an AP Science .5 MUS120 or Gov (AP or 
regular) 

.5 LIT115 or AP Lit .5 LIT115 or AP Lit .5 ACC121 or BUS115 or 
another, HWE111, CE 
elective 

.5 ACC121 or BUS115 or 
another, HWE111, CE 
elective 

.5 any AP or CE math (such as 
MAT120, MAT135, MAT121, 
AP Calc, AP Stats) 

.5 any AP or CE math 
(such as MAT120, 
MAT135, MAT121, AP 
Calc, AP Stats) 

.5 AP World lang. OR 
ACC121 or BUS115 or 
another, HWE111, CE 
elective 

.5 AP World lang. OR 
ACC121 or BUS115 or 
another, HWE111, CE 
elective 

.5 Off or Internship .5 Off or Internship .5 Off Hour (or additional only 
as available)  

.5 Off Hour (or additional 
only as available) 

https://castleviewhs.com/students/special-academic-programs/concurrent-enrollment/

